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A reliable operator with a strong track record 
and an experienced management team. 

- 1,800 employees

- 10,000 miles of transmission pipelines

- Roughly 13,900 miles of gathering pipelines

- One of the largest operators of 
 compression and producers of natural 
 gas liquids (NGLs) in the Mid-Continent

- 15 major processing plants 

- 8 natural gas storage facilities

Formed as a joint venture by affiliates of 
CenterPoint Energy, Inc. and OGE Energy Corp



ENABLE IN LOUISIANA

GULF RUN
PIPELINE

- Operating in Louisiana for more than 100 years

- Currently operates nearly 2,150 miles of pipeline 
 in Louisiana and employs 200 full-time employees 

- Serves two power plants, one local distribution 
 company and more than 100 industrial/end user 
 customers

- Customers provide gas to over 245,000 homes 
 in the state
 

A COMMUNITY PARTNER
We are committed to continuing to listen to 
the needs of our community, maintaining open 
communication throughout the process and 
working together to develop solutions.
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TWO COMPONENTS:
1  - New, 170-mile interstate natural gas transmission 
 pipeline in Louisiana from Westdale to the Starks 
 and Gillis areas will establish a direct connection 
 from the Haynesville Shale to the Gulf Coast.

2 - Modifications to existing Line CP will enhance and 
 repurpose underutilized infrastructure in northern 
 Louisiana. 
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A critical link between growing domestic 
natural gas production and increasing demand 
from Gulf Coast and international markets. 
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ECONOMIC BENEFITS
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A $500+ million investment that would generate 
economic benefits for the Louisiana economy.*

CONSTRUCTION (four years)
- $790+ million in economic activity 
 in Louisiana   
   $420 million will occur in 11-parish 
   project area

- $220+ million in labor income

- $28 million in state & local taxes 

Enable will keep the project website updated 
with information about job opportunities.

* According to a study conducted by the LSU Center for Energy Studies (2019)
   Numbers above are inclusive of direct, indirect and induced impacts

OPERATIONS (first five years)
- $24 million in output 
- 21 jobs per year 
- $9.6 million in labor income  
- $1.4 million in state & local taxes 

OPERATIONS (first 25 years)
- $134+ million in labor income to 
 Louisiana workers
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SAFETY
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Committed to the safe and reliable operation of our 
pipelines, we place the well-being of every employee 
and the public above everything else. 

- Reliable operator with a strong track 
 record and an experienced 
 management team

- Pipelines are designed, installed, 
 tested, operated and maintained in 
 accordance with all applicable federal 
 and state requirements 

- Robust safety culture serves as the 
 foundation of everything we do 

- Safety record maintained through 
 routine inspections, corrosion 
 protection, maintenance and testing 
 programs, employee training and 
 public education 



OPERATIONS
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Enable is committed to operating and maintaining its 
pipelines in a safe and environmentally responsible manner. 

PIPELINE OPERATIONS 
Routine operations and maintenance 
activities ensure a safe and reliable pipeline:
 -  Patrolling the pipeline to monitor for 
  leaks, encroachments, erosion, adequate 
  signage and changes in population 
  density 
 -  Conducting safety tests and inspections 
  of the pipeline, compressor and 
  measurement facilities, and associated 
  isolation valves, safety devices and 
  cathodic protection systems
 -  Participating in public awareness and 
  damage prevention programs 

 -  Maintaining the pipeline right-of-way 
  and managing vegetation growth in 
  accordance with federal, state 
  and local guidelines and internal 
  environmental procedures  
 -  Ongoing training and qualification 
  of personnel 
 -  Developing landowner partnerships 
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- A compressor station is the “engine” that powers 
 an interstate natural gas pipeline 

- A compressor station compresses the natural gas 
 thereby providing energy to move the gas safely 
 through a pipeline 

- Enable will employ various practices to minimize 
 air emissions, such as routine emissions testing 
 and routine equipment maintenance 

- Enable will employ numerous practices to 
 minimize noise, including mufflers on engine 
 exhausts and enclosure of the engines and other 
 noise producing equipment in acoustically 
 insulated buildings  

COMPRESSOR STATION OPERATIONS
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DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
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Construction
Enable will follow Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 
procedures for upland, wetland and waterbody construction and 
will comply with state and federal rules applying to air, water, 
land and wildlife resources protection.

 Construction  Clearing Grading Topsoil Trenching Padding Stringing survey   stripping  trench bottom

 Bending Lineup Root bead Fit & cap X-ray & Coating Inspection  Lowering in As-built Pad & Hydrostatic test Cleanup &   welding welding weld repair field & repair & tie-ins survey backfill & final tie-in restoration      welds of coating
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Restoration
All disturbed land areas will be restored and 
returned to a condition that is similar to adjacent 
undisturbed land and compatible with
pipeline operation.  

- Restoration will be performed in 
 compliance with applicable federal and 
 state requirements

- Enable will remain available to respond 
 to landowner questions throughout 
 the restoration process
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ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENT
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Committed to siting, constructing, operating 
and maintaining our pipeline facilities in a safe 
and environmentally responsible manner. 

- Initially proposed route identified to avoid and 
 minimize conflict with known environmental resources 
 and maximize use of existing energy corridors/
 rights-of-way, while minimizing impacts to residential or 
 commercial areas.  

- Performing extensive environmental and cultural 
 resource field surveys in coordination with resource 
 agency representatives, landowners and other 
 stakeholders to inform and adjust the pipeline route.    



A thorough permitting process to protect 
the community and the environment.   

PROJECT REQUIRES
approval from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), the 
lead federal agency. Enable is also seeking permits from or consulting 
with many other federal and state agencies and Native American tribes:

Process designed to balance the need for energy transportation with 
the need to protect and preserve important environmental resources, 
while also providing opportunities for stakeholder input.
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LANDOWNERS
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Committed to engaging landowners in a 
respectful, informative and clear manner.  

PROCESS
  Initial outreach, survey permission 
  requests

  Conduct survey

  Determine route

  Right-of-way acquisition

  Construction

  Restoration and cleanup

;

;

INGAA Commitment to Landowners
 1 - Respect and Trust
 2 - Accurate and Timely Information
 3 - Negotiate in Good Faith
 4 - Responding to Issues
 5 - Respect the Regulatory Compact
 6 - Eminent Domain
 7 - Outreach
 8 - Industry Ambassadors
 9 - Ongoing Commitment to Continuous 
   Improvement 

;
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
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How can the public participate 
in the regulatory review process? 

- Provide comments tonight during this 
 open house

- Provide input during scoping period 
 and/or FERC-led scoping meetings 

- Provide input during public comment 
 period and/or meetings on the Draft 
 Environmental Impact Statement

- Contact FERC directly 

- Contact the Gulf Run Pipeline project 
 at info@gulfrunpipeline.com or through 
 our website at www.gulfrunpipeline.com

- Access more information on 
 www.ferc.gov using FERC Docket 
 No. PF19-3-000


